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Abstract

Social media has been a paramount arena for election campaigns for political actors. While many studies have been paying attention to the political campaigns related to partisanship, politicians also can conduct different campaigns according to their chances of winning. Leading candidates, for example, do not behave the same as fringe candidates in their elections, and vice versa. We, however, know little about this difference in social media political campaign strategies according to their odds in elections. We tackle this problem by analyzing candidates’ tweets in terms of users, topics, and sentiment of replies. Our study finds that, as their chances of winning increase, candidates narrow the targets they communicate with, from people in general to the electoral districts and specific persons (verified accounts or accounts with many followers). Our study brings new insights into the candidates’ campaign strategies through the analysis based on the novel perspective of the candidate’s electoral situation.

1 Introduction

Social media has become an important tool in election campaigns. Political actors receive a variety of benefits from using social media; for example, causing voting behavior (Kovic et al. 2020), attracting new party members (Gibson, Greffet, and Cantijoch 2018), and provoking political debate (Paul et al. 2017). Consequently, they increasingly expect their messages on social media to have the above-mentioned effects. General users are also often exposed to political topics on social media to have the above-mentioned effects. General users are also often exposed to political topics on social media. On Twitter, the U.S. election alone was the second most tweeted event in 2016 (Goulding 2016). Thus, the way to use social media has a strong influence on politics and election topics.

How electoral candidates handle social media according to their chances of winning an election is unclear. Existing many studies addressing political communication on social media often focus on binary opposition, such as the two-party system, i.e., ruling and opposition parties (Heiss, Schmuck, and Matthes 2019; Keller and Kleinen-von Königslew 2018; Bobba 2019). Not much research has been conducted on fringe candidates’ political communication on social media because they have little influence and are unlikely to affect the overall outcome of an election in a two-party system like the U.S. In recent years, however, they often activate political discussions on social media and turn out their followers, with running as candidates even though they have low chances of winning elections for fusion voting (MSNBC 2014) and issue awareness (Taylor 2012; Kitunzi, Helen, and Consolate 2016). The freshness of their slogans and their substandard movement sometimes succeed in attracting people’s attention and contributing to their win; for example, in Japan, the Trumpian-inspired party (Sanseito) won a seat in the House of Councillors in 2022 (WorldTribune 2022). Their increasing presence makes it important to understand their behaviors and strategies on social media, which could not be covered by an analysis of the existing two-party system against the backdrop of U.S. society. Likewise, it is not well understood how leading candidates who rarely lose elections use social media, compared to them.

In this work, we aim to deepen our understanding of the differences in their social media strategies during elections in response to the chances of winning. To this aim, we collect the candidates’ posts and user information in the Japanese Twitter-sphere leading up to the 2022 Upper House election and attempt to characterize them classified into four groups according to the chances of winning (almost winning, even, almost losing, and proportional representation group).

We tackle the following research questions by the comparison between four groups.

RQ1: What are the characteristics of the frequency of tweets and user information? We attempt to examine and find a statistical difference between the four groups according to the chances of winning (almost winning, even, almost losing, and proportional representation group) in basic tweet behavior and user information. It provides useful insight into how each group is dealing with social media.

RQ2: What kind of content does each group post during the election period? We analyze what kind of content is posted according to their chances of winning an election. This allows us to identify differences in social media strategies based on the chances of winning.

RQ3: What type of content affects user engagement? We
analyze which content is more likely to gain user engagement through the regression analysis method. The mechanism of what content they encourage their followers to share their content has so far not been a focus of extensive study. We seek to fill the gap by understanding how users are likely to respond to content in each group on Twitter communication during an election. This also helps all parties effectively promote participatory democracy globally and their campaign policies.

RQ4: Is there a difference in the way they communicate with other users on social media? One of the most efficient ways for candidates to communicate directly with voters and other candidates is to utilize reply functions. We attempt to elucidate how the electoral situation makes a difference in the way they communicate with them.

By answering these research questions, we made the following contribution:

- We revealed that the number of followers, i.e., the popularity on social media, does not necessarily increase the chances of winning an election. Nonetheless, our analysis also finds that candidates with little chance of winning are more aggressive in their social media strategies than other candidates (Section 4).
- Candidates in a state of close competition tend to tweet more about the neighborhoods where their constituents live, while candidates with little chance of winning the election tend to post tweets asking all of their followers to vote or share (Section 5).
- Tweets asking all of their followers to vote or share, which candidates with little chance of winning the election frequently post, were unpopular in terms of user engagement (Section 6).
- Candidates who are more likely to win use social media for broadcasting rather than for iterating with voters. Also, unlike the findings of existing studies, candidates in a state of close competition have fewer interactions with other users (Section 7).

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to examine candidates’ behavior in social media according to the odds of winning an election. Our study can benefit from exploring how variations in candidates’ situations may directly affect the way candidates engage with voters through social media. We can gain insight into how each candidate faces social media communications in an election context.

2 Related Work

2.1 Political Communication on Social Media

The impact of social media on political communication has been a significant topic (Haq et al. 2020). Before the advent of social media, political communication based on democracy was mainly performed to be mediated by traditional mass media. The emergence of social media has profoundly changed the form of political communication by providing new spaces for conversation and social interaction (Paipacharissi 2004). This change brought benefits such as revitalizing political debate and increased diversity (Chadwick 2008). On the other hand, social media also brings negative aspects, such as political filter bubbles or echo chambers (Barberá et al. 2015). Despite the advantages and disadvantages of the emergence of social media, there is no doubt that it is currently the most important source of political information for voters and an important forum for political actors to disseminate information (Knoll, Matthes, and Heiss 2020; Center 2016).

Much research has been conducted on how public users participate in political communication on social media (Stier et al. 2020; Blassnig and Wirz 2019). In particular, public users with a strong voice in the domain of politics have received attention in studies of political behavior. Even though they are not politicians, they have many followers and influence the behavior of other users (Bode and Dalrymple 2016; Vaccari and Valeriani 2015). On the other hand, it is said that their views do not necessarily represent the views of the groups to which they belong (Barberá and Rivero 2015).

For political actors, the use of social media plays an important role because it can achieve various purposes; they can inform a broader belief, interact with voters, or mobilize their followers (Magin et al. 2017). They attempt to gain support and spread their claims through political communication on social media platforms (Klinger and Svensson 2015). They also make an attempt to get a lot of user engagement, e.g., liking, commenting, and sharing with other users, for success in social media communication (Popa et al. 2020). A large amount of user engagement depends on many factors; profile characteristics (Keller and Kleinen-von Königslöw 2018; Vaccari and Valeriani 2015), the post content (Xenos, Macaee, and Pole 2017), the sentiment and style characteristics (Blassnig et al. 2021; Heiss, Schmuck, and Matthes 2019), the attached images (Farkas and Bene 2021), and polarization rhetoric (Ballard et al. 2022). Political actors are (consciously or unconsciously) concerned about what content to show and how to show it, in order to gain user engagement.

Differences in political communication in social media also emerge depending on the position and affiliation of political actors; political party (Keller and Kleinen-von Königslöw 2018; Blassnig et al. 2021), right-wing or left-wing (Morstatter et al. 2018), political leader (Vaccari and Valeriani 2015; Jain et al. 2021), populist or not (Bobba 2019; Blassnig and Wirz 2019), and famous or not (Graham et al. 2013). These studies have shown that position and affiliation are strongly related to the content of posts, the ease of gaining engagement, and the manner of reply. However, it is still unclear how political communication on social media depends on the chance of winning an election.

2.2 Election Campaigns

Elections are the prime of democracy. Elections tend to increase the volume of posts related to politics and are the catalyst for political discussion on social media (Ahmed and Skoric 2014; Jungherr 2016). Most political actors are naturally interested in the outcome of elections. Even in the field of research, social media in the role of the social sensor has been considered as an alternative to polls or a possible predictor of election outcomes (Tumasjan et al. 2010; Kul-
The political discussion among politicians and general users during the election period is very active, making it a useful subject for analysis. While most studies have focused on presidential and congressional elections in the U.S. (Paul et al. 2017; Bovet, Morone, and Makse 2018), some studies analyze the relationship between social media and elections in countries outside the U.S. because the relationship between social media and political communication is similar for elections in most countries; U.K. (Burnap et al. 2016), Germany (Jürgens, Jungherr, and Schoen 2011), Belgium (Boireau 2014), Egypt (Elghazaly, Mahmoud, and Hefny 2016). Our study focuses on the political communication of candidates in Japanese elections, same as (Yoshida and Toriumi 2018; Usui, Yoshida, and Toriumi 2018).

### 3 Data

#### 3.1 2022 Japan Election

We employ tweet data of candidates running for the 2022 Upper House of Councilors Election in Japan, which was announced on 06/22/2022 and held on 07/10/2022, to elect 125 members of the upper house of the National Diet, as the subject of our analysis. There are some reasons why the election is a desirable case study for the aim. First, in the 2022 elections, candidates can choose between two election ways to run; a proportional representation system or a constituency system in each prefecture. A proportional representation system reflects the overall distribution of public support for each political party and ensures minority groups have a measure of representation proportionate to their electoral support. A constituency system selects one or several representatives, depending on the size of the electoral district, in proportion to the number of individual votes for candidates. In effect, two electoral ways are run in parallel during one election period, where we allow analyzing social media strategies from various perspectives. Second, Twitter is quite popular in Japan with approximately 60 million users, and is roughly the same number of daily active users as the U.S. (NHK 2022). It is said that 83% of the candidates in the election also campaigned through Twitter, which is a higher percentage than in any other social media service (Election.com 2022). For these reasons, looking at political communications on Twitter in Japan is useful in terms of post volume and multidimensional analysis, when analyzing social media strategies during an election term.

The result of the election is that the ruling Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) increased its seats, and the largest percentage of women have been elected so far. It is interesting to note that a new party, the Trump-inspired Party (Sanseito), won seats. Two days before the election, the assassination of the previous prime minister Shinzo Abe caused a great flutter.

### 3.2 Data Collection

We identified the Twitter accounts of the candidates in the 2022 House of Councilors Elections. In all, 433 of the 545 candidates had Twitter accounts, and we crawled their user profiles and their posts. We collect their data using Twitter Academic API (Pfeffer et al. 2022). We treat their tweets as the subject of analysis, which are divided into two term periods based on the date of the election announcement date; the term from the election announcement to the election date called as Election term and two months prior to the date of the election announcement called as Pre-election term, where there is an almost similar number of tweets as during the Election term.

Our study focuses on how political communication on social media differs depending on their chances of winning the election. We divided the candidates’ accounts into four groups; almost Winning (W), Even (E), almost Losing (L), and Proportional Representation (PR) group. In other words, constituency candidates assign to three groups depending on their chances of winning and proportional-representation candidates belong to the fourth group because whether they win the election depends largely on the popularity of the party to which they belong. The judgment criterion for the assignment of the groups of each candidate was based on the survey of the electoral situation published by the Asahi Shimbun, which is the third largest newspaper in the world, three days after the announcement of the election (Shimbun 2022). Their surveys are reported whether each candidate takes the lead in the election or not, based on their coordination of the situation and interviews. We assign the candidates judged to be superior or slightly superior to the “almost Winning (W)” group, those judged to be in a state of close competition to the “Even (E)” group, and those judged to be inferior or no mention to the “almost Losing (L)” group.

The basic stats are shown in Table 1. The percentage of Groups W and E with Twitter accounts is near 100%, while those of Groups L and PR are 77.2% and 69.6%, respectively. Groups that are likely to win or are unsure of their chances of winning appear to be more active in engaging in social media strategy. Also, since the percentage of candidates for each group that won the election decreases in order from group W to group L, the survey as the basis for the group assignment appears to be reasonable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Number of the candidates</th>
<th>% of winning candidates</th>
<th>% of the ruling party</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>60 (63)</td>
<td>98.33% (98.41%)</td>
<td>65.00% (65.07%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>23 (23)</td>
<td>47.82% (47.82%)</td>
<td>39.13% (39.13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>217 (281)</td>
<td>0.92% (0.71%)</td>
<td>1.38% (1.06%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>124 (178)</td>
<td>32.23% (28.09%)</td>
<td>25.00% (28.08%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Basic stats of four groups; almost Winning (W), Even (E), almost Losing (L), and Proportional Representation (PR) group. It shows the number of candidates, the percentage of those winning the election, and the percentage belonging to the ruling parties. The number in parentheses is the value when including users who do not have a Twitter account.
What is the relationship between group assignments and the ruling and opposition parties? The ratio of ruling parties shows an extreme bias in the “Almost Losing (L)” group. This is due to the fact that the ruling Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) is very selective in its candidates, and some opposition parties are fielding large numbers of candidates. The “Almost Losing (L)” group is mostly composed of members in the opposition parties, but the other groups are unbiased and mixed with both the ruling and opposition parties. Note that our study is based on the perspective of the chance of winning an election, and offers a new perspective on political communication on social media, that differs from the dichotomy perspective between the ruling party and the opposition.

4 RQ1: What Are the Characteristics of the Frequency of Tweets and User Information?

This section characterizes the frequency of tweets and user information by the four groups we have defined to understand the differences among their strategies in social media.

4.1 User Characteristics

We examine the differences among the groups for four types of user characteristics: the number of following, the number of followers, the number of tweets, and account age. The results are shown in Figure 1. The comparison is expressed by box plot, and we use Mann Whitney U tests (Mann and Whitney 1947) for the statistical significance test.

The number of following of candidates does not differ significantly between any of the groups, except the pair of W and PR, as shown in Figure 1 (a). Although group E appears to tend to have fewer followers than the other groups, it is apparent that the majority of users only follow 100 – 1,000 users. The number of followers shows that group L was significantly different from the other groups, as shown in Figure 1 (b). The lower bar of the box plot in group L is spreading downwards, suggesting that some of the users in group L have not fully gained popularity on social media. For example, the median number of followers in group W is 31,835, while that in group L is 9,849. On the other hand, several candidates in group L have more than 100,000 followers. This implies that while more followers (the popularity on social media) does not necessarily increase the chance of winning an election, above a certain amount of followers is necessary to have a certain chance of winning, i.e., to join group W or E.

For the number of tweets, the result in Figure 1 (c) shows that W and PR are significantly different, the same as the number of following. It indicates that the facing of social media differs among the leading candidates depending on the election way. Both the number of followers and the number of tweets are higher for the PR group to which candidates running in the proportional representation system belong, showing that they differ in their engagement with other public users. Taking into account age, group L is significantly different from the other groups, as shown in Figure 1 (d). Both the number of followers and account age in group L are smaller than in other groups due to the fact that there is some first-time candidate in the group. Also, the number of tweets in group L is almost the same as those in the other groups despite the young age of the account, indicating that they are actively working on the social media strategy.

4.2 Time Series in a Number of Tweets

We investigate whether there is a difference in the number of tweets by each group during Pre-Election and Election terms. The time series of the average number of tweets are shown in Figure 2, and the comparisons of the number of tweets in each term are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

The number of tweets during Election term tends to increase more than those during Pre-Election term because of the activation of electoral campaigns on social media. During Pre-Election term, the number of tweets, replies, and retweets is significantly fewer for group W than for other groups. Candidates who have already gained popularity use social media in smaller amounts. On the other hand, group

![Figure 1: Comparison of the four types of user information for each group represented by box plot; (a) Number of following, (b) Number of followers, (c) Number of tweets, and (d) Account age. We test whether two groups are likely to derive from the same group using Mann Whitney U (MWU) tests. We express the degree of statistical significance in stars; ns: p-value ≤ 1.00, *, p-value ≤ 0.05, **, p-value ≤ 0.01, ***: p-value ≤ 0.001, and ****: p-value ≤ 0.0001.](image-url)
RQ2: What Kind of Content Does Each Group Post during the Election Period?

In this section, to better understand the topics to which each group tends to refer, we use a topic modeling approach to group tweets into meaningful topics. The identification of the content that each group talks about makes clear what election issues they want the public to pay attention to and what they want to claim.

5.1 Topic Model

We use a topic model to group all 211,495 tweets except retweets posted by candidates belonging to each group from 04/22/2022 to 07/10/2022 (in Election and Pre-Election terms) into clusters and to describe their properties. We chose the Biterm Topic Model (BTM) (Yan et al. 2013) as our clustering method. This model is a derivative of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003) and is known to be able to extract topics with high accuracy for short sentences. Specifically, this method assigns topics based on word sets with high co-occurrence rates among word pairs in a single tweet.

The input to BTM is word pairs for each tweet. Before creating these word pairs, as a text preprocessing step, we remove particles, auxiliaries, and stop words, and replace some words with specific words. Each candidate frequently uses one’s name and one’s party affiliation in tweets for his/her election campaign. To mitigate the impact of individual and party names in the topic model, we replace each individual name with PERSONAL_NAME and the party name with PARTY_NAME.

As the number of clusters, we searched for the appropriate number of topics by coherence score in increments of 5 in the range of 10 to 100, and chose 35 as the initial number of topics. We clustered the preprocessed tweets into 35 topics using BTM. Then, we merged pairs of topics that were similar among the estimated set of topics. Concretely, the top 50 words in each topic were extracted according to \( \phi \), which represents the distribution of words in the topic, and a pair of topics with more than 20% overlap between these words...
Table 2: Ranking of topics with a large and small number of tweets in each group during Pre-Election term

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>PR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Schedule</td>
<td>Schedule</td>
<td>Schedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Diplomacy</td>
<td>Diplomacy</td>
<td>Diplomacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Please</td>
<td>Please</td>
<td>Campaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Constitution</td>
<td>Expression</td>
<td>Income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Battle</td>
<td>Constitution</td>
<td>Reschedule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Reschedule</td>
<td>Win</td>
<td>Battle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Ranking of topics with a large and small number of tweets in each group during Election term

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>PR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Please</td>
<td>Region</td>
<td>Please</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Schedule</td>
<td>Diplomacy</td>
<td>Campaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Streaming</td>
<td>Streaming</td>
<td>Diplomacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Childcare</td>
<td>Constitution</td>
<td>Childcare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Income</td>
<td>Childcare</td>
<td>Economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Constitution</td>
<td>Income</td>
<td>Income</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

was merged as one topic. Finally, we set 28 topics, which one of the co-authors reviewed, inspecting the words as well as the context in which they appeared, and assigned a label to each topic; Free, Economy, Emperor, Poster, Win, Family, Life, COVID-19, Reform, Tax, Think, Diplomacy, Income, Vaccination, Thank, Battle, Region, Proportional Representation (PR), Childcare, Constitution, Streaming, Reschedule, Schedule, Soapbox, Assassin, Please, Campaign, and Expression. The percentage of each group for each topic is shown in Figure 5.

5.2 Results

First, we examine the number of tweets belonging to each topic to identify popular and unpopular topics. In all tweets, the topic with the most tweets is Please (11.88%), which includes tweets asking users to do something please (e.g., vote), and the topic with the fewest tweets is Constitution (0.87%) related to constitutional amendments. The results of topics with high and low numbers for tweets in each group are shown in Table 2 and 3. The topics with a large number of tweets are similar in all groups. During Pre-Election term, it shows a high number of tweets on four topics; Schedule, Diplomacy, Please, and Campaign. Before the election announcement, there were many tweets on election-related topics such as Schedule, which reports the upcoming schedule, and Campaign, which reports the schedule of campaign speeches, suggesting that preparations for the election were being made early on. In addition, the tense situation in Russia and Ukraine has led to many tweets about Diplomacy. During Election term, in groups W and E, tweets on Streaming with respect to television and internet broadcast increase. The candidates with a high chance of winning increase to have opportunities to appear on TV, about which they tweet. Topics with a small number of tweets during Pre-Election naturally include subjects that are likely to be posted after the start of the election, such as Reschedule, Win, and Battle. During Election term, the number of tweets on topics that are usually central to political discussions, such as Childcare, Income, Constitution, and Economy, is few. It is apparent that during the election period, they do not discuss political issues but focus on the promotion of themselves and their political party.

Observations of popular and unpopular topics showed no big differences between the groups. Therefore, we introduce a new index, which is a form similar to Pearson’s Chi-square statistics ($\chi^2$) (Greenwood and Nikulin 1996), to discover topics that are distinctive in each group. This index quantifies the degree to which each group deviates upward from the expected probability on each topic, which we call Dev_Score. It is represented by the following equation:
Table 4: Top 3 topics for the Dev_Score for each group during Pre-Election term

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>W</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>PR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Diplomacy</td>
<td>Please</td>
<td>Reform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Poster</td>
<td>Streaming</td>
<td>Campaign</td>
<td>Think</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>Poster</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>Childcare</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Top 3 topics for the Dev_Score for each group during Election term

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>W</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>PR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Life</td>
<td>Region</td>
<td>Please</td>
<td>Please</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Assassin</td>
<td>Campaign</td>
<td>Battle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>Streaming</td>
<td>Expression</td>
<td>Emperor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1 Regression Model

The regression model is defined as below:

\[
\log(\text{Engagement} + 1) = \beta_1 \ast \text{Topic} + \beta_2 \ast \text{Party} + \phi + \epsilon
\]

where Engagement is the number of retweets, \(\phi\) is the random effect for one of all the candidates, and \(\epsilon\) is the error term. We report the effect size \(\beta_1\), which is the coefficients of all topics, for each group in each term by fitting the model to their tweets.

6.2 Results

We present all topics sorted by effect size in each group in Figure 6. During Pre-Election term, topics regarding political policies tend to get more retweets; Tax, Expression (the topic on the regulation of expression), Economy, Childcare, and Emperor (the topic on the Emperor System). On the Constitution topic that sparks national debate, tweets in group L and PR tend to get retweets, while those in group W are less likely to be retweeted. The candidates in group W, who have already gained popularity with the public, may be less likely to make tweets that generate public interest on sensational topics for fear of social media ablaze.

During Election term, topics regarding political policies tend to get more retweets, similar to the characteristics before the election announcement. Just because it is an election period does not necessarily mean that election-related topics such as Campaign (the topic of campaign speech) and Schedule (the topic of reporting upcoming events) are likely to get a lot of retweets. On the other hand, tweets in group E with no obvious election results tend to get more retweets for Soapbox (the topic of their own soapbox oratory) and PR (the topic of the support for proportional representation), suggesting that they are making an effort to spread information about the election. Group W gets retweets, especially during Election term.
for tweets about Assassin, which is the topic of tweets about former Prime Minister Abe’s assassination. They are better than other groups at expressing sympathy and anger over sensational incidents and have gained support. What is interesting is that Please, which is a distinctive topic in group L, is not a topic that can get retweets. Candidates in these groups frequently ask their followers to vote and retweet, but it indicates that such tweets are unlikely to get a response from followers.

7 RQ4: Is There a Difference in the Way They Communicate with Other Users on Social Media?

Figure 3 and 4 showed a significant difference in the level of activity in the use of the reply function in each group in Section 4. This section attempts to analyze the replies that communicate directly with other users and political actors in more detail. **Reply target users:** Figure 7 (a) and (b) show the number of the users to whom candidates in each group replied during Pre-Election and Election terms. Similar to the number of replies, groups W and E have far fewer users replied to than groups L and PR. Groups E and W had fewer than 10 users conversing via the reply function during the election period, while some in Group L conversed with more than 10 users. Then, figure 7 (c) shows the cumulative distribution of the number of followers, representing popularity on social media, of reply target users in each group. It represents the tendency of the conversation with users who have a large number of followers, in order of groups W, E, PR, and L. Concretely, while 68.30% of the users conversed with by candidates in group W have less than 10,000 followers, 75.31% of the users conversed with by candidates in group L have less than 10,000 followers. In addition, the verification accounts of the reply target users are 39.54%, 33.00%, 18.51%, and 17.7% in groups W, E, L, and PR, respectively. The percentage of candidates who have had at least one conversation with another candidate among their reply target users is 70.00%, 73.91%, 78.77%, and 72.58% in groups W, E, L, and PR. These results indicate that candidates in groups W and E, where there is above a certain chance of winning, focus more on conversations with users with a verified badge and with many followers than general users. In other words, they are using social media for broadcasting, not for interacting with voters (Graham et al. 2013). The finding that group E, who is in a state of close compe-
Sentiment and toxicity score in reply tweets The form of presentation such as whether the reply is positive or negative also significantly impacts voters’ impressions (Ferrucci, Hopp, and Vargo 2020). We investigate each group’s replies from two perspectives: sentiment and toxicity. For the sentiment analysis, we use Asari (Hirosan 2019), which returns a sentiment value between 0 and 1 (the closer to 1, the more positive) when a Japanese sentence is inputted. Asari, which is an open-source sentiment quantification model based on SVM, is reported to perform with compelling accuracy as BERT-based models and is faster. For the toxicity analysis, we use Jigsaw’s Perspective API (Jigsaw 2018), which is widely used for hate speech detection, to measure text toxicity using machine learning.

Figure 8 (a) shows the time series of the average score of replies in sentiment. There is a tendency for the average score of replies to increase for Election term than for Pre-Election term for all groups, e.g., the average score of replies in group W increased from 0.786 to 0.821. It means that more candidates are making positive replies during the election period than usual. The comparisons between groups show a high average score in the order of Groups PR, L, W, and E. For example, during Election term, the difference is remarkable, with an average score of 0.897 for group PR compared to 0.820 for Group E. It is interesting to note that the candidates who are more likely to be elected have fewer positive replies than those to run in the proportional representation or with little chance of winning the election.

Figure 8 (b) shows the time series of the average score of replies in toxicity. The change in toxicity scores over the two terms tended to vary by the group; in groups W and E, the toxicity score increases from Pre-Election term to Election term (0.022 → 0.027 and 0.019 → 0.030), while in groups L and PR, it decreases (0.042 → 0.034 and 0.031 → 0.023). The fact that there were more toxic replies in the two groups runs counter to the intuition to be cautious in replying to other users during the elections and requires further investigation.

8 Limitation and Future Work

This research attempts to shed light on the relationship between the chance of winning an election and candidates’ political communication on social media. However, it is necessary to acknowledge that there are several limitations to be considered. The first limitation is that it is unclear whether our findings targeting candidates in the Japanese election can be generalized to those in other countries. The application of our analysis to candidates’ tweets in other countries may lead to new findings; therefore, the analysis of other countries with different electoral systems and social backgrounds is also expected to be conducted. Second, we used data for the three months prior to the election, but it is not clear whether similar conclusions can be drawn for a period far from the election period or for other events. To clarify this point, it is essential to work with large datasets over a long period in the future. Finally, there is still much room to analyze the tweet contents. Our research focused on the topics, toxicity, and sentiment of their tweets;
furthermore, by utilizing natural language processing techniques such as rhetorical analysis, stance detection, or discourse framing, we expect to grasp clues to understand the candidates’ intentions from the text in their tweets.

9 Conclusions

Our study advances our understanding of how the chance of winning an election affects political communication on social media. We grouped election candidates into four groups according to the chance and characterized their social media strategy in terms of users, topics, and reply behavior. Our analysis showed that the attitude with which they engage in political communication and the topics they talk about differ depending on the chance of winning an election. Furthermore, it discovered, as their chances of winning increase, candidates narrow the targets they communicate with, from people in general to the electoral districts and specific persons. Our findings highlighting candidate behavior from a new perspective are helpful for future election strategies.

Ethical Considerations

The data in this paper is derived from publicly-accessible user-generated content. We pay the utmost attention to the privacy of individuals in this study. When sharing our twitter data, we will publish only a list of tweet IDs.
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